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FADE IN:

INT. THRONE ROOM - ELF PALACE - NIGHT

An armored figure walks on a golden carpet, toward a throne

where some top-level ELF GENERALS lined up, awaiting

him. Behind the generals is the ELF GREAT COMMANDER,

sitting on his throne. His features are golden and he’s wise

and old.

As the armored figure nears the generals, he kneels and his

face is masked. The elf great commander stands from his seat

and walks up to the armored figure known as INDIGO.

ELF GREAT COMMANDER

Indigo, you’ve always fought with

determination for the survival of

our race as your father did.

The elf prime minister approaches the great commander and

offers him a GOLDEN ARROW on a cushion. The elf great

commander takes the golden arrow and turns to Indigo. The

golden arrow is symbol of commandment.

ELF GREAT COMMANDER(CONT’D)

Our forces are too few but we rely

on your determination to lead them

on this new planet and conquer it.

A general puts down a golden square box next to the elf

great commander as the elf commander gives the golden arrow

to Indigo. Indigo grabs the golden arrow, with respect.

ELF GREAT COMMANDER(CONT’D)

Remember, the survival of our race

in the war of extermination against

the exterminators only lies on the

defeat of this blue planet --

The golden box projects a 3d holographic image of earth.

Indigo rises his look and gazes at the display.

ELF GREAT COMMANDER(CONT’D)

-- Go and accomplish your duty now.

Indigo nods and stands up. The golden arrow fills the screen

as he turns toward us.
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EXT. ÁLFHEIMR ORBIT - SPACE

An Elf fleet of hundreds MOTHER SHIPS drifts out of planet

Álfheimr orbit. Indigo’s huge BATTLE SHIP leads the Fleet.

Álfheimr is green and large earth-like planet.

Indigo’s ship jumps into Hyperspace, with the mother ships.

EXT. MARS ORBIT - SPACE

The blackness of space fills the screen.

SUPERIMPOSE: 2020

Slowly MARS lifts up into the view. A human satellite glides

past the FRAME, following its orbital path.

"NASA" is written across its Hull and AMERICAN FLAG is

across its stern.

EXT. MARS BASE - NIGHT

It’s a large laboratory complex-like base with Antiaircraft

Batteries -- On the ROOF is a heavy battery capable of

blowing meteorites and heavy fighters.

A huge RADAR swivels beyond the the base next to a SAT-DISH.

INT. SURVEILLANCE ROOM - MARS BASE - NIGHT

In a room fulls of WALL SCREENS and CONSOLES, SURVEILLANCE

TECHS sit in front of their screens, scanning radar screens.

One of them gets a signal from an UFO, He does not recognize

it. He says to the HEAD OF SECURITY:

MARS TECHNICIAN #1

Colonel, I’m stalking UFO on my

radar screen and Houston did not

send us a message, stating they

were sending something.

CLOSE ON MONITOR: UFO’S movements.

The head of security stands up and walks up to check on the

screen of MARS TECHNICIAN #1.

(CONTINUED)
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MARS TECHNICIAN #1

What is this?

HEAD OF SECURITY

I don’t know, maybe it is debris of

metal.

He turns to return to his seat.

MARS TECHNICIAN #2

Colonel, it’s headed straight at

our base, at high velocity. Should

we not convene the director?

HEAD OF SECURITY

(turning to Technician #1)

I can’t convene the director for

movements on radar screens.

MARS TECHNICIAN #1

Colonel, it stops moving.

HEAD OF SECURITY

(Sits)

I told you not to worry --

MARS TECHNICIAN #1

It’s hovering overhead nearby our

base!

The head of security scurries to check on the MONITOR of

MARS TECHNICIAN #1 again. He sees his worst nightmare.

HEAD OF SECURITY

Shit! I’ll check it outside with

the special forces. Get the

antiaircraft warfare ready --

(turning away)

-- call the director to show him!

He runs out of the surveillance room.

INT. WEAPONS AREA - MARS BASE - NIGHT

The special forces are surrounded by weapons and dressed

with SUITS similar to Halo(Microsoft game) soldier’s suits.

HEAD OF SECURITY

...Remember, we go outside to check

what the hell is hovering overhead

and if you see something blow it!
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The special forces nod. Some grab futuristic RIFLES and the

rest of them grab NEXT-GEN RPG. One of them takes an UAV.

INT. CORRIDOR - MARS BASE - NIGHT

Mars technician #1 and THE DIRECTOR walk down a corridor.

DIRECTOR

I hope I’m not moving for nothing,

I can’t send a hoax to Houston.

As they reach the surveillance room’s door, the door

automatically opens. They walk into the room.

INT. SURVEILLANCE ROOM - MARS BASE - NIGHT

The director comes up behind the techs, watching SCREENS.

DIRECTOR

What’s the matter?

ON THE MAIN WALL SCREEN: POV CAMERA OF HEAD OF SECURITY: The

entrance metal door opens and the special forces move out.

HEAD OF SECURITY(V.O)

OMEGA, this is ALPHA. We’re moving

outside. Nothing in sight!

EXT. MARS BASE - NIGHT

The special forces move ahead a few meters, in group.

HEAD OF SECURITY

Repeat again, nothing in sight!

DIRECTOR

Copy that! Alpha scan the sky!

HEAD OF SECURITY

(into intercom)

Okay.

They stop. The head of security removes a THERMAL SIGNATURE

DEVICE from his back and points it upwards. He scans the Sky

and sees the thermal image of a boomerang-shaped object.

HEAD OF SECURITY(CONT’D)

(into intercom)

Scan completed! A Boomerang-shaped

object is hovering overhead. Omega,

We’re ready to launch the UVA.

(CONTINUED)
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DIRECTOR(V.O)

Copy that. Launch the UAV!

The head of security puts back the thermal device on his

back and beckons to the UAV’S CONTROLLER.

The controller switches on the UAV and launches into the

sky. It climbs upward like a rocket.

EXT. SKY - NIGHT

The UAV flies toward the huge boomerang-shaped object called

boomerang ship -- the junction of several boomerang-shaped

fighters, called BOOMERANG.

EXT. MARS BASE - NIGHT

The head of security’s eyes is on his arm-loaded apparatus.

CLOSE ON HIS ARM-LOADED APPARATUS: POV UAV: Blurry images of

the Boomerang ship. The visual image of the UAV is being cut

off by interferences as it approaches the boomerang ship.

HEAD OF SECURITY

(Into intercom)

Interferences garble the

transmission!

DIRECTOR(V.O)

Copy that! Move forward!

The head of security gestures to the special forces. They

move ahead between two antiaircraft warfare. They move

forward until they are completely exposed to air attacks --

The BOOMERANG SHIP descends over them. The head of security

gazes down at an oncoming SHADOW as the boomerang ship

hovers toward them.

HEAD OF SECURITY

Look at this!

The ship’s shadow cover them as the rest of the special

forces gaze down. They are mesmerized.

DIRECTOR(V.O)

Alpha, What’s this shadow?

The special forces gaze up to see --

A LASER CANNON of the hovering SHIP pointed at them.

(CONTINUED)
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HEAD OF SECURITY(CONT’D)

Shit! They prepare to fire!

DIRECTOR(V.O)

Alpha! What’s happening?!

The special forces back away. The RPG-CARRIERS take aim as

the ship’s cannon lights and --

The head of security bolts as --

The boomerang ship fires a LASER BLAST at the RPG-CARRIERS,

The blast explodes and fling them away while the rest of

special forces turn away, running. They keep ruining.

HEAD OF SECURITY

Omega, we are under attacks!

INT./EXT. SURVEILLANCE ROOM / OUTSIDE - CONTINUOUS

The screens’ displays of the surveillance room start

garbling as the special forces continue to run.

The head of security yell without realizing the director

can’t hear him -- Interferences garble the communication.

DIRECTOR (V.O)

Alpha, can you repeat, again?

HEAD OF SECURITY

(Running)

Repeat, we are under attacks!

omega, ome --

The ship fires BEAM at them. The beam fills OUR SCREEN --

The main screen feeding the operation’s video BLACKS OUT.

Outside The special forces are melted. The head of

security’s SPEAKERS DEVICE still working.

DIRECTOR (V.O)

Alpha?! Alpha?!

The Boomerangs separate from each other and swoop toward the

antiaircraft warfare like a SQUADRON of fighters.

The technicians of the surveillance room see the boomerangs

on their displays as they approaches the base.

(CONTINUED)
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MARS TECHNICIAN #1

Sir, they swoop toward us.

DIRECTOR

Blow them!

The antiaircraft warfare swivel, TRACKING the boomerangs.

They fire HEAT-SEEKING MISSILES at them --

The boomerangs fall out of formation, jinking and the

missiles follow them. The missiles blow some boomerangs --

And the rest of them individually attack the ground warfare,

firing Laser Blasts. The chain of fireballs mark the demise

of the antiaircraft warfare set on the ground.

MARS TECHNICIAN #1

Sir, the ground antiaircraft

warfare are destroyed.

The ROOFTOP’S warfare fire missiles at the remaining

boomerangs. The missiles follow them, in hot pursuit.

The boomerangs jink in any directions, trying to escape but

the missiles are on their ass. They blow some boomerangs --

A couple of boomerangs fire at the warfare as it tries to

fire again. A third one fires a blast, which explodes it.

The boomerangs start firing at the base from each sides.

There are fireballs, tearing off chunks of concrete.

The technicians feels the base, collapsing.

DIRECTOR

Let’s record the message!

The director records a video for earth in front of a camera:

DIRECTOR

Houston, this is Omega, an alien

force attacked us. There’s an

impending alien invasion. --

The laser blasts fire continues and the base is collapsing.

DIRECTOR(CONT’D)

-- Repeat, this is ome --

A fireball bursts out, decimating the surveillance room.

The boomerangs continue to fire and the rest of the base

collapses like the world trade centers buildings, inducing a

huge blast of dust. The alien squadrons fly away as --

(CONTINUED)
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The dust dies away to reveal -- The base turned into ruins.

A stalker of another alien race has been watching the

events, in a far distance. This is TOUKOU, a space pirate.


